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Gene flow estimation is essential for characterizing local
adaptation, speciation potential and connectivity among
threatened populations. New model-based population
genetic methods can resolve complex demographic histories, but many studies in fields such as landscape
genetics continue to rely on simple rules of thumb
focused on gene flow to explain patterns of spatial
differentiation. Here, we show how methods that use
gene genealogies can reveal cryptic demographic histories and provide better estimates of gene flow with other
parameters that contribute to genetic variation across
landscapes and seascapes. We advocate for the expanded use and development of methods that consider spatial differentiation as the product of multiple forces
interacting over time, and caution against a routine
reliance on post-hoc gene flow interpretations.
Gene flow rules?
Applications of population genetics have become common at
all spatial and temporal scales of analysis in evolutionary
ecology, from inferences of mating systems to predictions of
the biogeographic consequences of climate change. This
wide application of genetic data has come about largely
as a result of the democratization of easy-to-use molecular
methods and software packages that have allowed many
organismal biologists, ecologists and biogeographers to
gather, organize and analyze large amounts of genetic data.
Because many practicing population geneticists (such as
ourselves) have entered the field out of a strong empirical
interest (rather than from a theoretical upbringing), there
has been a persistent desire for easy-to-use heuristics for
interpreting population genetic data. Possibly the most
widely used of these rules of thumb is the idea that patterns
of spatial genetic differentiation primarily reflect variation
in gene flow: genetic homogeneity among populations is
generally caused by high rates of gene flow and, conversely,
genetic differentiation is best explained by low rates of gene
flow. An important corollary of this idea is that gene flow
(and associated quantities such as dispersal and immigration rates) can be reliably inferred from measures of strong
or weak population genetic differentiation.
A direct causal relationship between gene flow and genetic differentiation is an intuitively appealing idea, particularly for ecologists and biogeographers who routinely
think about how plants and animals move across complex
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Glossary
Ancestral polymorphism: an allele or allelic lineage shared in common
between two populations that was present in both populations before the
population divergence occurred, rather than owing to gene flow from one
population to the other after the split between the two.
Bayesian inference: a method of statistical inference in which a specified prior
probability for a hypothesis is used to determined the likelihood or posterior
probability of the hypothesis. In coalescent population genetics, the posterior
probability distribution for a population parameter reflects the compatibility of
the observed evidence (a gene genealogy) with a range of parameter values
specified by the prior probability distribution. If the prior distribution is uniform
(same prior probability for all values of a parameter from lowest to highest),
then the mode or peak in the posterior probability distribution is also a ML
estimate of the parameter value.
Coalescent: formally defined as the stochastic process of mutation and
extinction of alleles that generates a gene genealogy; more often thought of as
the structure of that genealogy from a retrospective perspective: alleles
coalescing backward in time toward a common ancestor. The structure includes
both the topology of the gene tree and the temporal distribution of coalescent
events; that is, the ages of the nodes or branch points in the gene tree.
Dispersal: physical movement of individuals between geographical locations
(populations); can be higher than the rate of gene flow estimated from genetic
data if many migrants leave few descendants after they disperse; can be lower
than the rate of gene flow inferred from FST if most alleles are shared between
populations as ancestral polymorphisms and not as the descendants of
migrants.
Divergence time (t): in the isolation-with-migration model (Figure 1, main text),
the time since two populations shared a panmictic common ancestor; can have
different interpretations that depend on the biogeographic context; for
example, time since one geographic location was colonized by dispersing
individuals from the other, or the age of a significant vicariant event (e.g. a
geological separation).
Effective population size (N): the number of breeding individuals in an
idealized population size that would have the same genetic diversity under
random genetic drift as a real population under consideration. Often
represented by the symbol Ne.
FST: Wright’s fixation index, a dimensionless measure of differentiation between
two or more samples of gene copies that ranges from zero (no differentiation) to
1 (complete differentiation); can be calculated from several different quantities
(based on allele frequencies or on genetic distances between alleles), the
simplest of which is the standardized variance (var) in allele frequencies where
FST = var(p)/[P*(1–P)], p is the frequency of an allele in each population, and P is
the average frequency of that allele across all populations.
Gene flow (Nm): the effective rate of migration of gene copies into a population;
the product of N and m. Similar to FST, this is formally a dimensionless index, but
is more often thought of as a number of immigrant individuals per generation or
year, and often calculated as the population migration rate 2Nm.
Island model of migration: a group of demes, populations, or subpopulations
of equivalent size that all exchange migrants at the same rate in both
directions. Sewell Wright showed that if the introduction of new alleles to each
population from migration was in a dynamic equilibrium with the loss of
alleles from each population caused by genetic drift, the degree of differentiation among all populations was a simple function of gene flow.
Lineage sorting: a process following the separation of two populations from a
common ancestral population in which the random but differential loss of
alleles from each population eventually results in all of the alleles in one
population to be more closely related to each other than to any alleles in the
other population, a condition known as reciprocal monophyly.
Migration rate (m): the proportion of gene copies in a population that are new
immigrants each generation or year. In coalescent population genetics, m is
usually scaled by the neutral mutation rate, such that conversion into
demographically meaningful units requires an estimate of that mutation rate.
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Box 1. F-statistics and coalescent gene flow inference
Wright’s FST can be used to calculate gene flow as Nm = (1/4)FST–1/4
under equilibrium assumptions collectively known as the island model
[61]. It is now well known ([62–67], but see [57,58]) that Nm6¼(1/4)FST–1/4
([66] has been cited nearly 600 times). Populations might not fit the
island model or its variants, particularly with respect to the assumption
of evolutionary equilibrium [39,68–70]. Non-equilibrium explanations
of spatial differentiation that do not invoke gene flow are similarly well
known ([5] and [6] have, together, been cited > 2500 times), and
population geneticists are keenly aware of the impact of metapopulation dynamics [71,72] on spatial patterns of differentiation [73–78].
Why, then, have empiricists continued to rely on island model
assumptions in their interpretations of genetic differentiation? This
practice is probably a lasting legacy of the historically strong
influence of early population genetic data (allozymes) on the
conceptual orientation of the field. Because the genealogical relationships of allozyme electromorphs could not be inferred from their
relative mobilities on a gel, methods were developed (during the
1960s and 1970s) from population genetics models developed during
the modern synthesis (during the 1940s) that focused on the
prediction of evolutionary change in population frequencies of
phylogenetically unordered alleles [79–81].
Methods that do not consider the genealogies (i.e. history) of alleles
cannot, however, distinguish allele sharing owing to recurrent gene
flow from allele sharing caused by ancestral polymorphism (Figure I).
Such genealogical methods are now in wide use, but not all are yet
fully appreciated as a non-equilibrium approach for estimating gene
flow [38,82–84]. These methods use the retrospective concept of the
coalescent (i.e. the temporal distribution of coalescent events within
gene genealogies) to model demographic parameters (gene flow,
divergence time or changes in effective population size) that operated
in the past to shape observed patterns of genetic variation within and
between present-day populations (Figure I). Other methods use
multilocus assignment tests to estimate migration between populations over recent generations without the FST equilibrium assumption
[85–87]. Because our goal here is to evaluate the direct interpretation
of population differentiation in terms of gene flow, we have focused
on non-equilibrium methods that yield time-averaged estimates of
gene flow that are directly comparable to those estimated from FST
and analogous summary statistics typically used as proxies for gene
flow.[(Box_1)TD$FIG]

landscapes or seascapes. Unfortunately, this idea is too good
to be true: the concept is based on the predictive relationship
between Wright’s index of population genetic subdivision
(F ST) and gene flow, an idea widely acknowledged as reliant
on too many unrealistic assumptions to estimate gene flow
between natural populations reliably (Box 1). Nevertheless,
the habit of directly inferring gene flow from F ST or other
measures of differentiation has been hard for empiricists
(including ourselves) to break: although estimates of gene
flow from F ST are nearly absent in the recent literature,
most empirical studies of spatial differentiation have continued to interpret F ST variation almost exclusively in terms
of gene flow variation. For example, a reading of all 2010
papers in Molecular Ecology containing the key words ‘gene
flow’ shows that most make straightforward interpretations
of genetic differentiation in terms of gene flow alone. Many of
these examples come from landscape genetics studies [1–3]
that equate F ST with the inverse of gene flow (but see [4]) ‘to
integrate the effect of landscape connectivity into gene flow
analysis’ [1].
This bad habit is surprising because most evolutionary
ecologists would probably agree that population differentiation is not caused by gene flow alone, but by a suite of
evolutionary forces, including mutation, genetic drift, gene
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Figure I. The basic isolation-with-migration model for two populations
(modified from [13]). The population demographic quantities are effective
population sizes (N1, N2 and NAnc), divergence time (t), and migration (m1 and
m2, the per-generation proportion of each population that are migrants). The
corresponding model parameters (Q1 = 4N1 m, Q2 = 4N2 m, QAnc = 4NAncm, t/m,
m1/m, m2/m) are scaled by the neutral mutation rate (m); rescaled population
parameters in units of individuals (N and m) and years (t) require conversion
with an assumed mutation rate. Gene flow (Nm) can be calculated without
specifying a mutation rate by multiplying the estimate of Q for one population
by the corresponding estimate of migration and dividing by 4 (and thus is
equivalent to Nm estimated from FST, which makes a corresponding
assumption about the negligible effect of mutation on allele frequencies).
Estimates of Q need not be rescaled in terms of individuals because Q provides
information about relative population size. Note that the migration parameters
are drawn with respect to time moving forward rather than in terms of the
coalescent (time moving backward). By considering population differentiation
as a time-dependent process, the model distinguishes between allelic lineages
shared owing to gene flow (e.g. b and c, red) from those shared as ancestral
polymorphisms (e.g. a and d, white).

flow and their interaction over time. The strong tendency to
ignore other forces in favor of gene flow has its roots in the
conceptual development of the field (Box 1). Throughout the
1980s, population geneticists simply lacked the tools to
measure the distinct contributions of each of these interacting evolutionary forces [5–7], but by assuming that those
forces are at evolutionary equilibrium (and by assuming
populations are of equal size and all have symmetrical
exchange of migrants) it was possible to develop rules of
thumb in which F ST is a simple function of gene flow (Box 1).
Unfortunately, post-hoc gene flow interpretations rely on
this same important (but fairly cryptic) assumption that
patterns of allele sharing among populations reflect a balance between the introduction of alleles by gene flow and the
loss of alleles via genetic drift. Many species might be far
from equilibrium (Box 2), and their patterns of genetic
structure might primarily reflect a combination of colonization history and genetic drift rather than the influence of
recurrent gene flow. As a consequence, gene flow might often
only be reliably inferred by joint estimation with those
additional factors (especially mutation and population size)
within a framework that lacks the assumption that all of the
forces affecting allele frequencies are in a dynamic evolutionary equilibrium.
449
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Box 2. Slatkin’s Paradox
Genetic measures of population differentiation, such as FST, often
conflict with direct observations (e.g. from tagging studies) of
individual dispersal between populations or with expectations of
high or low dispersal based on the presence or absence of highly
dispersive stages (i.e. pollen, gametes, seeds, or larvae) in the life
histories of species. In insects, this mismatch between genetic
inference and direct observation has long been known as ‘Slatkin’s
Paradox’ [5–7,54,88–92]. Analogous inconsistencies between patterns of genetic differentiation and expectations about dispersal are
also prominent in studies of all kinds of organisms. Surprisingly,
few recent studies have considered Slatkin’s hypothesis to explain
the paradox: in many populations, gene flow and genetic drift are
probably not in an evolutionary equilibrium [6] because processes
such as recent range expansions (e.g. in response to warming after
the last Pleistocene glaciation) or frequent population extinction and
recolonization can homogenize population genetic variation [73].
Such metapopulation dynamics can produce paradoxical patterns,
such as low FST between recently separated populations that share
many ancestral alleles in common (ancestral polymorphisms; Box 1)
but exchange few migrants. Slatkin noted that better data and
methods were needed to distinguish the effects of what he called
‘contemporary’ recurrent gene flow from the effects of ‘historical’
connectivity (ancestral polymorphism retained since vicariant
events or colonization). Nevertheless, few studies [93] have used
non-equilibrium population genetic approaches to distinguish gene
flow from other causes of paradoxical patterns of differentiation in a
metapopulation context [94].
Instead, most empirical studies make simple interpretations of
spatial differentiation almost exclusively in terms of gene flow. This
approach ignores the underlying gene genealogy (the coalescent),
demographic history and ancestral polymorphisms, and risks significant errors in important conclusions about the ecological and
evolutionary causes of present-day genetic variation. Our goal here is
to show how isolation-with-migration and other coalescent models
can be used alongside conventional FST-type measures of differentiation to mitigate this risk and resolve puzzles such as Slatkin’s Paradox.

Here, we argue that empirical population geneticists
can do better to obtain reliable and realistic measures of
gene flow that do not depend on simplistic rules of thumb
and that methods based on the genealogy of alleles within
and between populations (the coalescent) can allow us to do
so. These methods are better than F ST (not just different)
because they estimate gene flow as one part of a more
realistic population model (Box 1). Our success at persuading fellow empiricists that simple gene flow interpretations
are inherently flawed depends on the development of
convincing examples of the importance of more inclusive
approaches and the improved understanding that they
offer, including a better understanding of limits to interpretation of spatial variation where the underlying demographic history cannot be estimated from the available
data (Box 3). These examples are key because, in our
experience, readers and audiences respond weakly to theoretical refutations, such as F ST6¼1/(4Nm + 1) (Box 1), but
respond strongly to case studies in which verbal interpretations of F ST variation are shown to be wrong. We recognize that these examples could be taken only as criticism,
which is an implication that we are anxious to avoid, noting
that some of our own previously published conclusions [8,9]
fall into this broad class of probable errors that were only
revealed in subsequent analyses [10,11]. We therefore view
the improvements from coalescent analyses as an important source of insight rather than of regret, and hope that
readers and colleagues will see our efforts in a similar light.
450
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Non-equilibrium gene flow estimation
The examples developed below characterize gene flow within the isolation-with-migration population divergence model [12–14], which was developed to estimate jointly gene
flow, genetic diversity and population divergence time, with
the specific goal of distinguishing alleles shared between
populations as ancestral polymorphisms (equivalent to Slatkin’s ‘historical gene flow’; Box 2) from alleles shared as a
result of recurrent or contemporary gene flow between
separate populations (Box 1). Although most closely associated with the software program IMA [14], many other methods [15–19]) now use this conceptual framework to estimate
gene flow without the assumption that gene flow and genetic
drift are in equilibrium (i.e. lacking the assumption that
allele sharing is caused exclusively by recurrent gene flow).
These population models, and their use of coalescent gene
trees to infer population demographic parameters, have
been recently reviewed and compared elsewhere [20–23].
Briefly, the methods use maximum likelihood (ML) to fit the
isolation-with-migration model to a ML gene tree for each
locus sampled from a pair of populations. Demographic
parameters are estimated as Bayesian posterior probabilities across many highly probable gene trees. Other conceptually similar (but computationally different) methods use
simulations of DNA sequence evolution under more complex
population models (rather than fitting the full likelihood
function for simpler models), and are called approximate
Bayesian computations (or ABC) [24–27]. The two
approaches have different advantages and limitations
(Box 4). ABC approaches with complex demographic models
are challenging to use, and we look forward to more userfriendly software packages. For simplicity, we use IMA in the
examples below, but a combination of IMA and ABC (and
other) methods would be desirable.
Divergence time (not gene flow) explains population
structure: snails and sea stars
Marine invertebrates provide useful model systems for
understanding gene flow, given the many opportunities
for comparisons between co-distributed species with different types of larval development (planktonic vs non-planktonic) and vastly different dispersal capabilities [10,28–
30]. One study of two co-distributed species, the bat star
Patiria miniata and the frilled dogwhelk snail Nucella
lamellosa [11], shows how coalescent methods can be used
to estimate recurrent gene flow between populations under
conditions that are probably far from equilibrium. Both the
bat star and the frilled dogwhelk are common in the cool
temperate northeast Pacific, a region containing a mix of
species with histories of either recent recolonization from
lower latitudes or persistence at both low and high latitudes through multiple Pleistocene glacial cycles ([31,32]
and references therein). Across Queen Charlotte Sound
(QCS, between northern Vancouver Island and the Alexander Archipelago, see Figure 1 of [11]), the bat star and
the frilled dogwhelk show contrasting patterns of mtDNA
differentiation: the bat star shows a very large and significant mtDNA population genetic break (pairwise population FST values approximately 0.5) but the frilled dogwhelk
shows no significant differentiation (pairwise FST
values < 0.05) across the same area [11]. The patterns of
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Box 3. When coalescent methods fall ‘flat’ on their posteriors: not enough data?
The near-shore marine community of Oregon and California has been
intensively studied by phylogeographers as a region of significant
conservation concern (http://mlpa.dfg.ca.gov). A recent, large and
comprehensive study [95] of mtDNA from 50 broadly sympatric
species highlighted a shared phylogeographic break (non-zero FST) in
six species distributed north and south of Cape Mendocino in
northern California. We reanalyzed some of these data using IMA: if
limited migration (low m) across Cape Mendocino causes this
phylogeographic break, then estimates of m should be higher
between population pairs to the south or the north of the break
compared with m across Cape Mendocino (and other parameters,
such as N and t, should not vary between population pairs; Box 1).
Instead, we found that migration rates were indistinguishable
between differentiated population pairs (red curves in Figure I) and
undifferentiated population pairs (black curves).
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Figure I. Posterior probability distributions for population divergence time
[(a) t, years] and migration rate [(b) m x 10–3 per generation] from IMA analyses
of crab mtDNA cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI) sequence variation
around Cape Mendocino, California (data from [95]). Sequence alignments
were obtained as GenBank popsets with some nucleotide sites and some short
sequences excluded to minimize alignment gaps (caused by truncated
sequences in the popset). Pairwise FST values (using Kimura two-parameter
genetic distances) were calculated between populations for this modified
alignment in Arlequin 3.1. We used IMA methods as described in recent papers
[10,11] to obtain joint posteriors for parameters (N, m and t) using a published
estimate of COI mutation rates of 1 x 10–8 per site per year [96] and generation
times of 2 years. As with the original study, we found greater differentiation
between pairs of populations on either side of Cape Mendocino (indicated by
red posterior distributions and by a star on the inset map in the upper right
panel) than between populations immediately to the north (grey) or south
(black) of that break. All m posteriors had highest probabilities for the lowest
bin in the distribution (i.e. m = 0). Divergence times were log-transformed to
emphasize the difference between recent population divergences in two
species versus Pleistocene divergences in a third (P. granosimanus). In none of
the three analyses were lower estimates of m or older estimates of t associated
with the phylogeographic break at Cape Mendocino. Line drawings from http://
etc.usf.edu/clipart; vector maps from http://www.planiglobe.com.
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Other parameter estimates did not help to explain the cause of the
phylogeographic break. Assuming similar rates of mutation in each
species, estimates of t were post-glacial for Hemigrapsus nudus and
Pagurus hirsutiusculus, but much older (middle Pleistocene) for
Pagurus granosimanus (Figure I), and not different among population
pairs within species. Posterior distributions of N were essentially the
same as the prior distributions (uniform or ‘flat’) in almost all analyses
(i.e. the data contained too little coalescent information for joint
estimation of N along with other parameters). One can reasonably
conclude that, at least in these three species, population differentiation around Cape Mendocino might indeed be caused by restricted
gene flow, but the data lack specific evidence for that explanation.
Greater genetic drift in some populations with small N (as in our lizard
example) remains a plausible hypothesis for differentiation around
Cape Mendocino, but more data are needed for a robust test.
Alternatively, the two-population demographic model in IMA might
simply be a poor match with the actual history of the populations in
all three species (Box 4).
Few studies consider how much more data (i.e. loci) might be
needed before the data could be confidently used to design and
implement a network of protected areas connected by recurrent
migration or gene flow [31,51,52]. Analyses of subsets of loci from
Patiria miniata across the northern phylogeographic break at Queen
Charlotte Sound [11] suggest that the accuracy and precision of gene
flow estimates can be substantially improved by adding only one or a
few loci (Figure II) to an mtDNA data set yielding poor estimates of
gene flow.
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Figure II. Posterior probability distributions for migration rate (m x 103 per
generation) between northern (Alaska) and southern (Vancouver Island) bat
star populations from IMA analyses of mtDNA plus zero (red) to six (grey to
black) additional anonymous nuclear loci (ANuLs) (see [11] and Figure I).
Posteriors for mtDNA plus 1–3 ANuLs (grey) are averages of five independent
IMA runs using different random selections of the six sampled ANuLs.
Numbered circles in (a) (northward immigration into Alaska) show the upper
confidence limit (the 90% highest posterior density, HPD) for the migration rate
estimate plotted against the highest posterior probability (for the ML estimate
of the migration rate) for each combination of loci. The two dashed lines show
the two values [upper limit of m1 of approximately 0.0015, with a likelihood
score of –ln(L) of approximately 0.62] for the combination of mtDNA plus two
ANuLs. The trend from adding zero to six ANuLs shows lower values for the
confidence limit (increased precision) and higher posterior probability of the
parameter estimate (greater accuracy) with addition of one or two ANuLs,
followed by smaller improvements from additional loci up to six. For
southward immigration into Vancouver Island, the trend was similar but less
easily shown in (b) because the posterior distributions for two to six ANuLs
were broadly overlapping. In both cases, analyses of mtDNA alone (red)
produced broad, flat posterior distributions that were more clearly resolved (as
zero migration into Alaska, and non-zero migration into Vancouver Island) by
the addition of one or a few ANuLs.
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Box 4. Limits to isolation-with-migration analyses
Similar to democracies (http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/
commons/1947/nov/11/parliament-bill#S5CV0444P0_19471111_HOC_
273), isolation-with-migration population models are imperfect but
better than all the alternatives, including Wright’s island model, which
assumes that population history can be adequately summarized by a
single parameter (FST). Coalescent methods that implement an
isolation-with-migration model assume that it is a reasonable match
to the history of the populations sampled. Therefore, an important
specific criticism of two-population divergence models is the
assumption that no additional populations (‘ghost’ populations, see
[97,98]) significantly impact the coalescent history of gene copies
sampled from the two focal (sampled) populations in each analysis.
In simulation studies [48], ghost gene flow causes inflated
estimates of N for the recipient population, older t between the two
focal populations, and a bias toward asymmetric gene flow between
the focal populations [48]. More simulation studies, especially those
investigating bias caused by population structure within each focal
population, are clearly needed for assessing the impacts of ghost
populations in intraspecific isolation-with-migration analyses [48].
One conclusion from the available studies is that the most robust twopopulation results will probably come from analyses of relatively
large population genetic differences where ‘ghost’ gene flow effects

differentiation across QCS are paradoxical because the
species with greater differentiation (bat star) has longlived and highly dispersive planktonic larvae, whereas
the species with no significant differentiation (dogwhelk)
lacks a dispersive planktonic larval stage altogether.
Of course, many readers of this article will be quick to
point out that no experienced phylogeographer would ever
conclude that gene flow is greater in the poorly dispersing
dogwhelk than in the widely dispersing bat star; most
would instead propose a post-hoc non-equilibrium explanation, such as recent colonization, for the unexpectedly
small FST value across QCS in the dogwhelk. However, to
test this hypothesis in a robust way and estimate recurrent
gene flow, McGovern et al. [11] analyzed a combination of
mtDNA and six anonymous nuclear loci from both species
with the isolation-with-migration model in IMA. The analyses showed that the estimate of divergence time across
QCS was relatively ancient for the bat star (approximately
282 000 years) but far more recent for the dogwhelk
(approximately 15 000 years)*. Gene flow estimates for
both species also met expectations based on differences
in their larval dispersal potential, with significant gene
flow across QCS in the bat star but none in the dogwhelk.
Taken together, the results from this study show that the
absence of a large genetic break in the poorly dispersing
dogwhelk is probably explained primarily by a recent
population separation (a colonization event), and that
the presence of the large genetic break in the bat star
reflects the lingering persistent effects of an older vicariant
event (strong isolation of northern and southern populations in the middle Pleistocene) rather than unusually
restricted gene flow. In fact, between other adjacent populations of the bat star that showed much lower values of
FST, gene flow estimates were similar to those across QCS,
*
Estimates of divergence time were conservative with respect to the outcome of the
analysis: the mutation rate used for the bat star (from geminate species separated by
the Isthmus of Panama) is probably an overestimate, whereas the substitution rate for
the dogwhelk (from a fossil–calibrated phylogeny) probably underestimates the true
mutation rate.
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will be relatively small. This suggestion should not, however,
discourage empiricists from analyzing sample pairs that show no
significant FST differentiation.
A recent elaboration of the method in IMA2 can model the same
parameters for multiple sampled and ancestral populations using a
specified population phylogeny. Because multi-population gene flow
models involve the estimation of many demographic parameters,
they can also only be attempted with large numbers of unlinked loci.
A combination of ABC methods based on simulations [24,25] (that can
compare coalescent models to several probable simulated demographic histories of multiple populations) and methods such as IMA2
that are based on a fully fitted likelihood function (and that can use
likelihood ratio tests of hypotheses about parameter estimates),
might turn out to be a useful and effective approach to multipopulation studies.
Although the limitations of the two-population model are widely
appreciated for coalescent methods, it does not seem to be as widely
appreciated that post-hoc gene flow interpretations of pairwise FST
estimates make the same assumption and are subject to the same
biases noted above. Those biases can be compounded by the fact that
pairwise FST inferences typically attribute differentiation exclusively
to gene flow (Box 1).

emphasizing that the large break in this region is not due
to an unusual restriction on recurrent gene flow [11].
Although unconventional patterns of differentiation observed in the frilled dogwhelk hinted at recent colonization
(and not gene flow) as the cause of the spatial pattern in
that species, this example shows the possibilities for errors
in interpreting F ST variation in terms of gene flow alone in
other species where indications of more complex demographic histories are less evident, and where such errors
might have profound consequences. For example, in the
context of marine protected areas (MPAs) and conservation
studies, lack of significant spatial differentiation in the sea
(such as in the dogwhelk) is often interpreted as (but might
not actually be) evidence that populations are ‘well-mixed’,
and that ‘a considerable amount of gene flow takes place
even among MPAs that are at a great distance from each
other’ ([33], see also [34,35]).
Population size (not gene flow) explains population
structure: endangered lizards
Landscape genetics studies typically rely on equilibrium
assumptions and rules of thumb to interpret F ST variation
[1]. Notable exceptions include studies such as those of
Chan et al. [36], who used an isolation-with-migration
framework to understand the historical demography that
underlies seemingly conventional patterns of strong or
weak spatial differentiation (pairwise F ST = 0.046–0.347
for seven microsatellites) among populations of the endangered lizard Sceloporus arenicolus, which has a highly
restricted geographic range in specific desert habitats in
the southwestern USA. The authors’ IM (a precursor to
IMA) analysis of mtDNA showed that the migration rate
has been very low between the northern and central
regions of the S. arenicolus range. To obtain multilocus
estimates of both migration and effective population size,
we re-analyzed the combined mtDNA/microsatellite data
for all six pairwise combinations among four sites (see
Figure 1 of [36]) from the northern region (sites called
‘Kenna’ and ‘Site 20’) and central region (called ‘Camp’ and
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‘Site 106’) using IMA (see Supplementary Information).
Although estimates of m varied by four orders of magnitude
(1  107 to 2.5  103), all are probably demographically
trivial as a proportion of effective population size [37–39], a
striking result for populations separated by such small
distances (as little as 20 km between Camp and Site 106).
Because the highest migration rate (m = 0.00252 from
Camp into Site 106; Table S1) was into the smallest population (with a genetic effective size of N = 34 individuals), the
rate of gene flow (Nm) was only 0.087 immigrants per
generation. Overall, pairwise F ST was strongly predicted
by the smaller Nm for each population pair (r = –0.75), but
joint estimation of m with N indicates that the demographically significant component of that correlation was N rather
than m: effective population sizes varied from 34 to 862 (for
Site 20 and Site 106, respectively) to over 100 000 (Kenna);
ancestral population sizes were much larger than most
extant populations; F ST was highest between the two smallest populations (Site 20 and Site 106), and lowest between
the two largest populations (Kenna and Camp).
As Chan et al. concluded, coalescent-based analyses suggest that there has been little gene flow between most S.
arenicolus populations. The IMA results using multiple loci
help to clarify this conclusion by showing that the parameter
driving strong or weak differentiation was not landscapebased variation in migration rates (m) but rather genetic
drift associated with small or large population sizes (N), an
effect that Chan et al. proposed but were not able to resolve
in their IM analyses of mtDNA alone. This insight is important because it suggests that the landscape genetics focus on
differentiation and its relation to gene flow (Nm) can be
misplaced if the cause of spatial structure is often a combination of trivial differences in m plus vast differences in N
(Table S1). If m truly is demographically trivial, a potentially interesting implication of that result is that maximizing
the size or quality of habitat patches might be as or more
important a conservation priority than maximizing connectivity between such patches. From an analytical perspective, such a result echoes the view previously articulated
[7,37] that m is more likely than Nm to be the quantity of
interest for ecologists and conservation biologists. Direct
estimates of m might represent crucial improvements in
landscape studies because measures of differentiation (such
as F ST) give only indirect insight into m in the form of the
compound parameter Nm.
Old advice for new analyses: add loci
Good isolation-with-migration analyses require multiple
loci [40,41] but many animal studies start from mtDNA
sequences because they are relatively easy to collect and are
probably ‘leading indicators’ of population structure [42].
The technical challenges associated with gathering additional unlinked nuclear sequences from non-model organisms (with so-called ‘universal’ primers, PCR cloning and
Sanger sequencing), as well as the appeal of microsatellite
hypervariability, resulted in the focus by phylogeographers
and landscape geneticists on microsatellites as a nuclear
complement to mtDNA [42–44]. Unfortunately, coalescent
analyses of microsatellite variation can be complicated by
large differences between the simple stepwise mutation
model used to infer the microsatellite allele genealogy
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versus the complex mutational processes often suggested
by observed allelic variation [45–48]. Some empiricists
might also have avoided nuclear sequences owing to the
perceived problems of low polymorphism [41]. This combination of effects could partly explain the reluctance of some
empiricists to use methods that rely on genealogical reconstructions for within-species analyses of gene flow.
For animal studies in particular, mtDNA data represent
a good start but not a complete answer to the requirements
of coalescent gene flow estimation. The smaller effective
population size, higher mutation rate, and ease of sequencing for mtDNA will probably maintain it as a popular
choice for initial characterization of spatial patterns of
differentiation (Box 3, [42–44]). Given the high variance
in the coalescent, however, accurate estimation of demographic parameters from gene trees relies fundamentally
on multilocus data [43]. MtDNA is a particularly unusual
marker in this respect: although high mutation rates and
smaller effective population sizes make it ideal for detecting population differentiation [42], the benefit of rapid
lineage sorting and spatial differentiation comes at the
expense of information about ancestral polymorphism;
with each step towards reciprocal monophyly, sequence
markers lose their capability to inform about both ancestral population size and divergence time. Our analyses
have estimated six population parameters and, even for
this relatively modest problem, it is apparent that single
locus (mtDNA) data sets often contain too little information
for the joint estimation of all the parameters (Box 3). The
number of loci needed to obtain accurate estimates of parameters will depend on the complexity of the population history
and how well that history matches the demographic model
in the analytical method (Box 4), as well as the information
content of each individual locus; the few studies that have
investigated this issue are encouraging in that they all show
that a fairly modest number of nuclear loci can substantially
reduce the variance associated with some parameter estimates (Box 3; [49–52]). For other parameters, or for more
complex models with many populations and parameters,
very large data sets might be necessary to obtain estimates
that are both precise and accurate.
Concluding remarks
Despite the growth of phylogenetic biology [53] and its
emphasis on historical causation, many empiricists maintain a strong focus on recurrent gene flow as an explanation
for population genetic structure without considering the
demographic history hidden within the genealogy of sampled alleles. Much of this focus is justified given that gene
flow can have a fundamentally important role in shaping
patterns of spatial genetic variation [4–7,54–59]. However,
the habit of overlooking other factors contributing to population genetic differentiation remains strong in the literature, with recent issues of Molecular Ecology (2010) and
Landscape Ecology (2006) devoted entirely to studies of
landscape genetics that generally equate differentiation
with the inverse of gene flow.
A significant innovation in landscape genetics is the
potential elimination of the population from population
genetics by analyzing the distribution of individual genotypes across a landscape characterized by a connectivity
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matrix used to interpret the spatial distribution of alleles
[2]. This approach helps to avoid what are sometimes
problematic definitions of discrete populations (consisting
of individuals and their interactions over time) when
habitats and individuals are more or less continuously
distributed across the landscape or seascape. We argue
that this approach might be seriously flawed: although
explicit tests of landscape heterogeneity have great potential to identify environmental factors that impede and
enhance gene flow, the examples developed here and in
other recent studies suggest that the typical landscape
genetics approach requires testing and corroboration by
other analyses that lack island-model assumptions. Gene
flow is a population-level parameter rather than a property of individual organisms, and genotype distributions
in space are affected by time-dependent processes (such as
genetic drift) on timescales longer than the lifespan of
individual organisms.
For better or worse, the inference of gene flow and other
population parameters from genetic data seems to require
necessarily a population model, preferably one that can
account for population genetic patterns that are characteristic of populations far from the drift–mutation–migration equilibrium. We argue that the aspirations of
landscape genetics and related areas of phylogeography
(to develop mechanistic explanations of genetic variation
at the interface between ecological and evolutionary timescales) might go unfulfilled if the population models and
methods used in these disciplines continue to rely on posthoc interpretations rooted in island-model assumptions
that population geneticists ostensibly rejected more than
10 years ago (Box 1). Although complex coalescent demographic methods and their population models are clearly
not perfect (Box 4), we think that their careful use is
preferable to the assumption that population history can
be adequately described with a single parameter (i.e. F ST).
We look forward to future applications, especially those
that apply more realistic models to analyze hundreds or
perhaps even thousands of loci [60]. Such approaches hint
at the potential for a better understanding of gene flow and
other demographic parameters as population and landscape genetics enters the genomic age.
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